






































CA6689    
T-SHIRT HUSKY
100% combed cotton, 160 g/m²
Short sleeve t-shirt with jeans effect. Crew neck in 1x1 rib, with reinforced covering seams
from shoulder to shoulder. Double seam on armholes. Sleeve opening with hem.
HUSKY is the t-shirt you need for your day to day life because it has an ideal denim effect
for any time of the day.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

GARNET DENIM BLUE DARK ARMY
GREENBLACK

CA6661      
T-SHIRT FOX WOMAN 
65% polyester / 35% cotton / single jersey, 150 g/m²
Woman´s short sleeve t-shirt in heather effect fabric. 1x1 ribbed crew neck with
reinforced covered seams.
Casual style t-shirt designed for all types of women. FOX WOMAN is the perfect choice.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
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GARNET DENIM BLUE DARK ARMY
GREENBLACK

CA6691    
T-SHIRT HUSKY WOMAN
100% combed cotton, 160 g/m²
Short sleeve t-shirt with jeans effect for woman. Crew neck in 1x1 rib, with reinforced
coverings in seams from shoulder to shoulder. Double seam on armholes.
Sleeve opening with hem.
The HUSKY WOMAN t-shirt with its jeans effect, it is designed with a thin round neck
providing a feminine touch.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
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CF1034    
MOLANO
100% cotton / single jersey, 160 g/m²
Long sleeve t-shirt, camouflage printing, crew neck. No cuffs. Reinforced 4 layers
covered seams in neck and shoulders. Side seams.
A T-shirt with the trendy print is what your wardrobe needs. Dare with the camouflage
print of Marlo design. A long sleeve T-shirt perfect for any occasion.
Available in green and gray.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

GREY
CAMOUFLAGE

FOREST
CAMOUFLAGE

CA1219      
SHIBA 
100% cotton, 165 g/m²
Long sleeve t-shirt with crew neck and cuffs in 1x1 rib. Pocket in left chest. Reinforced
covered seams on neck and shoulders.
T-shirt with elastic cuffs and pocket on the chest that makes SHIBA an ideal t-shirt to
perform any activity.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

NAVY BLUE
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